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There are a wide variety of problems which require bounds of lengths of 
different kinds in groups [8]. A catalog of methods have evolved to attack 
such problems. Usually these techniques use mathematical induction on a 
dimension or an order. So the proofs reduce a potential counterexample to 
some minimal size and then literally compute possibilities. 
The most powerful techniques applied to solvable groups have been 
induction and tensor induction of modules of groups. Often a result is 
implied by the existence ither of a regular orbit or of a regular module for 
some subgroup of a group. Regular orbits force properties like large size 
and small centralizers. Regular modules force the existence of large dimen- 
sion and of fixed points. There is a wide range of other possible applica- 
tions. The techniques for following regular orbits and modules through 
various induction procedures are described in [S]. 
In this paper we investigate the existence of regular modules. If G is a 
group with subgroup L and U is an L-module which contains a regular 
L-direct summand, then the induced module V= UI G will have a regular 
G-direct summand. On the other hand, if V= U I@’ is the module tensor 
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induced by U, then it is not true that V always contains a regular G-direct 
summand. However, if U contains at least three regular L-direct sum- 
mands, then V will contain regular G-direct summands. (In fact, at least 
three.) Therefore, the discovery of regular G-direct summands of V will 
reduce to the determination of three regular L-direct summands of U. This 
is the reason for the choice of three sometimes made in this paper. 
In practice, tensor induction will be used in some particular case to 
prove a theorem. Generally, it is not applied in the proof until the power 
of ordinary induction has been exhausted. That is, the module is primitive 
and irreducible. Actually, most theorems have been proved by this point. 
However, various fixed point free conjectures require further analysis by 
tensor induction. We also assume that the power of tensor induction has 
been exhausted so that the module under consideration is really very 
extraordinarily primitive. This extra primitivity actually influences the 
structure of the second Fitting layer of a solvable group [5]. 
Solvable groups which have faithful primitive modules have Fitting sub- 
groups which are essentially extraspecial. Further, the extra primitivity we 
are assuming causes the second Fitting layer to also appear as either 
abelian or a group of symplectic type (i.e., essentially extraspecial) [S]. 
Thus, if we plan to examine the pathology of the minimal cases for regular 
modules, we may impose rather special hypotheses on the structure of the 
group. We are mainly interested in those cases which relate to relatively 
prime order operator groups, so we pose the problem in a special, but 
widely applicable form. 
Let G = AH be a finite solvable group, where A is nilpotent and H is 
normal of order relatively prime to that of A. Let k be a field of charac- 
teristic not dividing IAl and V be a faithful irreducible k[G]-module. In 
this paper we investigate conditions which may be used to prove cases of: 
(Regular Module Conjecture) Suppose G = AH contains a normal 
extraspecial r-subgroup R 4 H were Z(R) < Z(G), A acts faithfully 
on R, and V is a primitive k[G]-module. Then V has a regular 
A-direct summand. 
It is not hard to construct examples where this conjecture is false. There- 
fore, if its conclusion is to be used to prove theorems, it is necessary to 
know exactly when it is false. We assume hypotheses even stronger than 
those in the conjecture, so that we only solve a special case of it. In using 
our main result to prove some theorem, one applies it to demonstrate that 
the theorem holds in all but certian special cases. Then, if the special cases 
are few in number, they can be analyzed separately. 
It has been the objective of the Hall-Higman type theorems series of 
papers Cl-73 to isolate the exceptional cases of the conjecture. The present 
paper brings this list of exceptions closer to completion. We here analyze 
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cases where there are very few additional exceptions. This is in stark 
contrast to [3], where there is a table of 58 exceptional groups. On the 
other hand, because the- analysis is direct and the groups are in a certain 
sense large, the calculations are far more involved and difficult. We have 
therefore broken the analysis into three parts. 
In [9] we investigated this problem when F,(H)/F(H) is abelian, listing 
the exceptional cases where there are too few regular modules. In [IO] we 
calculated character values for the case where F,(H)/F(H) is nonabelian. In 
this paper we apply these calculations to determine when the conjecture is 
correct. That is, we investigate counterexamples to the conjecture. Our 
working hypotheses are given in (5.1). The main Theorem is stated as (5.2). 
The group appearing in Hypothesis (5.1) does not look like the general 
group H as given in the conjecture. However, if L > R is an A-invariant 
subgroup of H and W is an irreducible k[AL]-submodule of V, then the 
existence of regular A-direct summands of W implies regular A-direct 
summands of V. Therefore, we may throw away as much of H as we like 
provided we do not throw away regular modules in the process, 
Since we are assuming a very special kind of primitivity for the 
module V, we may even assume that the second Fitting layer is of sympletic 
type. Using the ideas of the preceding paragraph we discard most of the 
second Fitting layer so that the part which is of sympletic type is really 
quite small. In Hypothesis (5.1) PR, where both P and R are extraspecial, 
plays the role of H. We then assume that V is a k[APR]-module. If V fails 
to have a regular A-direct summand then there are live possible types for 
G. For each of the last four types, a counterexample is determined. 
Section 2 collects the notation and results we will need. Section 3 
contains some analysis of special situations which arise in the main proof. 
Section 4 takes the character decompositions of [lo] and determines 
precisely when not enough regular A-characters are present. Not enough 
means fewer than three. These exceptional configurations are tabulated in 
(4.3). Unlike earlier tables [S], the number of exceptions is finite; no entry 
covers an infinite number of cases. Finally, in Section 5 we state and prove 
the main theorem. The proof is a matter of bookkeeping. One must work 
through Table (4.3) determining those entries which actually lead to counter- 
examples. Only four do. Tabulated entries 5, 13, 9, and 20 lead to the 
exceptions 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the theorem. In all but one case, the theorem 
follows from numerical estimates. Only entry 4 of Table (4.3) requires 
careful group theoretic analysis. 
This theorem leaves one case open. When A acts on P/Z(P) with no 
regular orbits in its action, then no conclusions are drawn. (See [ 141 for 
the structure of A/C,(P) and P/Z(P) in this case.) 
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SECTION 2. RESULTS FROM [lo] 
(2.1) Extraspecial Groups 
Recall that an r-group (r a prime) R is extraspeciaf if R’ = $(R) = Z(R) 
is cyclic of order r. For each prime r there are two isomorphism classes of 
extraspecial groups of order r3 [ 13, 5.51). For r = 2 these are 
Q8=(x,y:x2=y2,x4=1,x”=xxi), 
D,= (x, y:x4=y2= l,x’=x~-‘). 
For r # 2 they are 
M,=(x,y,z:x’=y’=z’=1,[x,y]=z,[x,z]=[y,z]=1), 
N,= (x, y:xLyL l,*l’=xr+‘). 
Every extraspecial group has order r2”+ ‘, some n, and is the central 
product of extraspecial groups of order r3. Again there are two 
isomorphism classes [13, 5.521. For r =2 these are 0: and Qs&-‘. If 
R 2: 0; we say R is of type v = 1 while if R N Q8 D”,- ’ we say R is of type 
v = - 1. For r # 2 the isomorphism classes are M: and N,M: - ‘. The first 
has exponent r while the second has exponent r*. 
(2.2) Notation 
(2.2.1) THEOREM [3, 2.2, 2.31. Suppose G = AR is the semidirect product 
of the normal extraspecial r-group R by A, with ( 1 Al, r) = 1 and 
Z(R) < Z(G). Assume that k is a field of characteristic 0 containing the 
/GI th roots of unity. Let i # 1 be a linear k-character of Z(R). Then there 
exists a unique k-character xj. = xj,(AR) of G lying over I. such that 
(1) Xnlzw, is a multiple of 2, 
(2) xi 1 R is irreducible, and 
(3) det xi I A is triuial. 
The character decomposition of xi IA for a certain class of groups was 
given in [ 10,4.2]. In Section 4 we will determine for which of these groups 
xi I A 2 3p,. We here define some signs and notation that will enable us to 
write xi, I A in a reasonably concise manner. 
(2.2.2) HYPOTHESIS. Let G = AR be the semidirect product of R by A, 
where A and R satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) R is an extraspecial group of order r2”‘+’ (r a prime). 
(2) Z(R) = Z(G). 
(3) (IAl, r) = 1. 
(4) i? = R/Z(R) is a sum of faithful irreducible A-modules, 
4x1:131 I-h 
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(5) A = PDQ is nilpotent and P, D, and Q are subgroups of 
relatively prime orders. Further, 
(i) P is extraspecial of order p*“+‘, and if p ~2, then P has 
exponent p; 
(ii) D is cyclic of odd order d; and 
(iii) Q is either (a) cyclic of order 2’ or (b) dihedral, semidihedral, 
or quaternion of order 2e+ ‘. 
(2.2.3) THEOREM [lo, 3.41. Suppose G = AR satisfies Hypothesis (2.2.2). 
Suppose 
Case 1. p#2. 
(a) Q is cyclic or quaternion. Then p divides m and there are signs E 
andy (=+l) such that 
rmlp E E mod 2epd and y = (_ l)(rm’P-~Pe~d~ 
If Q is quaternion, then y = 1. 
(b) Q is dihedral or semidihedral. Then 2p divides m and there are 
signs 6, Y, c2, and y2 such that 
rmlp E E = 1 mod 2epd and y = ( _ 1) (flip - 1 )/*‘pd > 
r w*P E E* mod 2pd and y2 = (_ l)V’-z)/*w’. 
Further, if Q is dihedral, then y = 1, while if Q is semidihedral, then y = y2. 
Case 2. p = 2 (so Q = 1). 
(a) P N Q,. Then there are signs E and y such that 
r”=Emod4d and y = ( _ 1)‘” ~ &)/4d 
Further, D # 1 implies y = 1. 
(b) P $ Q,. Then m is even and there are signs E, y, E*, and y2 such 
that 
r”‘=E= 1 mod2d and y=(-l)‘F-W= 1 9 
?‘I2 E et mod 2d and y2=(-l)V”‘*-~z’l*d~ 
Further, (i) y2 = -1 implies P 2: D8 and D # 1 and (ii) ifn > 3, then E, = 1. 
(2.2.4) Notation. 
7L= ({xEP\Z(P): 1x1 =p}J. 
z= I{xEQ\Z(Q): 1x1 =2}1 (Case lbonly). 
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TC,=~KV(~“~‘-KV),K= +l,Poftypev(Case2bonly). 
a=(P -&WI. b=(r”lP-E)/IA(. 
cl2 = ezy2(r”” - E&‘i]. ~,=E,~,(~“‘~~-E~)/IAI. 
a+ =a+za,. b+ =b+tb,. 
a =a-ta2. b- =b-lb 2. 
Above, when p = 2 we have 7c = 2(2” - v)(2”.- ’ + v) [ 10,2.3.5]. 
(2.3) The Decomposition of x1. 
In [lo, 3.4,4.2] the values of xi(x) for XE A are computed, as is the 
decomposition of xi ) A, We have 
(2.3.1) THEOREM. Assume G = AR is a group satisfying Hypothesis 
(2.2.2). Let x2=x2(G) be the character of Theorem (2.2.1). Then xllA 
decomposes as follows. 
Case 1 (a). p # 2 and Q is cyclic or quaternion. 
~lla=Ca(pp-~~)+(a-pb)(p,--l.)+(a+7cb)l.lp,,+~ll, 
where u = 1 A unless y = - 1, in which case Q # 1 is cyclic and u is the alter- 
nating character of Q, i.e., ker p = PDQ’. 
Case l(b). p # 2 and Q is dihedral or semidihedral. Let ac denote the 
linear character of Q with cyclic kernel. When Q is semidihedral, let a, and 
up denote the linear characters of Q with dihedral and quaternion kernels, 
respectively. There are two slightly different expressions for xA. If Q is 
dihedral, then 
~ila=Ca(p.-pp)+(a-pb)(p~-l.)+(a+nb)l.lp,(p~-l,-~,) 
+ C~+(PP-PP)+(~+ -pb+)(pp- lp)+(a+ +xb+)l.l PJ, 
+[a-(p,-PP)+(~--pb-)(pp--Ip)+(a-+~b-)l.lp,a,+~, 
where u = 1, unless y2 = -1, in which case u = CI=. 
If Q is semidihedral, then 
xn I A = C~PP - PP) + (a - pbM,- - fp) + (a + nb) 1 pl pApa - pQ) 
+ Ca+(PP-PP)+(a+ -pb+)(pp- lp)+(u+ +nb+)l.] 
v&+%) 
+[a-(p.-p,-)+(a~-pb~)(pp-l.)+(a-+nb-)l.] 
x P&g + k) + PL, 
where u= 1, unless y2= -1, in which case p=~,l~l,. 
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Case 2(a). p = 2 and P N Qg. 
Xila=a(p,-p~)+(a-~)(yp-lp)+(a+E(3’~1)) l,, 
where y= 1 ifD# 1. 
Case 2(b). p = 2 and P 74 Qg. 
Xi.la=Ca(pp-pp)+(a+711a,)8,+(a+7c~,a,)B-,+(a+~ra,)l.lp,+~u, 
where 8, and 8_, are characters with 8, +K, =pp- 1,. (See [lo, 2.4.21 
for a precise definition.) Also, p = 1, unless yz = -1 (so P N D8) in which 
case p < 8, is the unique linear character of P with ker p N Z,. 
SECTION 3. OTHER PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
This section contains information on sympletic spaces and groups which 
act on them as well as some technical lemmas. If desired, it can be skipped 
and referred back to only as needed. 
(3.1) LEMMA [12]. Let G = AR, where R 4 G is extraspecial of order 
r”“+ ‘, r a prime, and A nilpotent with (IAl, r) = 1. Set R = R/Z(R), a non- 
singular sympletic space with form induced by the commutator map. Suppose 
Z(R) = Z(AR). Then R is a faithful A-module and A fixes the form. Also: 
(1) Suppose r # 2. Then A can be embedded into the sympletic group 
Sp(R)=Sp(2m, r) whichhas order rm2 nT=, (rzk- 1). Further, if-C,-(A)= (0), 
then exp R = r. 
(2) Suppose r = 2 and R is of type v ( = f 1). Then A can be embedded 
into the orthogonal group 0,(2m, 2) which has order 2”‘“- “+‘(2”‘- v) 
l-I::; (2Zk- 1). 
When we deal with symplectic modules the notions of form induction, 
form primitive modules, and form quasiprimitive modules are frequently 
useful. The theory essentially parallels that of ordinary induction, primitive 
modules, and quasiprimitive modules [S, Section 71. We need only the 
following results. 
(3.2) DEFINITION. Let k be a finite field, G a finite group, and V an 
irreducible k[G]-module with a nonsingular classical bilinear form fixed by 
G. Then V is form quasiprimitive if for any normal subgroup N of G, either 
(1) V 1 N is homogenous, or 
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(2) VI,= VI0 vz, where the homogeneous components Vj are 
totally isotropic. 
Note that in the second case C,( Vi) = C,( V,). In particular, if V is 
faithful and Na G is abelian, then N is cyclic. Then as a consequence of 
[l, 2.2; 13, 54.41 we have 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. Suppose G = HN is the semidirect product of the 
normal subgroup N by the nilpotent group H, Let V be a faithful form 
quasiprimitive G-module. Then C,(N) = D x Q, where D is cyclic of odd 
order and Q is a 2-group which may be cyclic, quaternion, dihedral, or semi- 
dihedral. 
The bulk of Section 5 is devoted to determining the number of copies of 
pa contained in x>.(AR) 1 A given certain hypotheses. The next proposition 
is the main tool used to do this. 
(3.4) PROPOSITION. [3, 4.33. Suppose G = HN is the semidirect product 
of the normal subgroup N by H, where ((HI, 1 NI ) = 1. Let H, = C,(N) and 
iit= N/N’. If @ is a G-character satisfying both 
(1) $1 HON > tpHO( pn - l,,,) for some integer t and 
(2) H/Ho has s regular orbits on N, 
then $ lH > stp,. 
In certain cases (t = 0), in order to determine the number of copies of PA 
in xr(AR) IA we will need to give xz IA explicitly. It happens that in these 
cases A is cyclic of odd order. As a corollary of [3, 2.6, 2.71 we can easily 
obtain 
(3.5) LEMMA. Suppose G = AR, where R 4 G is extraspecial of order 
rZmf’, r a prime, A is cyclic of odd order, (r, IAl)= 1, and Z(R)=Z(AR). 
Write R= CR(A)@ [R, A]. Assume [R, A] is a sum of faithful A-modules. 
(Note that this holds whenever either R is irreducible or IAl is prime.) Set 
2m, =dim CR(A) and 2m,=dim[R, A]. (So m, +m,=m.) Then rmzz 
&mod IAI, E= fl, and 
Finally, we will need the following technical lemmas. 
(3.6) LEMMA. Suppose P is extraspecial of order 33 and let S be a 
2-subgroup of Aut(P). Assume S has exactly one regular orbit on ii = 
P/Z(P). Then S is either 
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(a) a Klein-4 group, 
(b) cyclic of order 8, or 
(c) quaternion of order 8. 
Proof Since S has a regular orbit on P it embeds isomorphically into 
GL(P) = GL(2,3), which has order 48. Then we may consider S to be a 
subgroup of the semidihedral group 
T=(h=[: -;],k=[; ;I), 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of GL(2, 3). The conclusion follows from a 
straightforward examination of the subgroups of T and their orbits on P. 
(3.7) LEMMA. Let .4 be a 2-group of exponent at most 8, Ca A of order 
2 (so C6 Z(A)), and suppose A/C (=“S’) satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma (3.6). Then we have one of the following: 
(i) AEQ,, C=Z(A) 
(ii) A N D,, C=Z(A) 
(iii) A N C@Z,@Z, 
(iv) A 1: Z,@Z, with C= A2 
(v) A=C@Z, 
(vi) A N C@ Q, 
(vii) A-(x, y:x4=y4=1,xy=x-‘) with C=(x2y2). 
Proof By (3.6) A/C is either a Klein-4 group, cyclic of order 8, or 
quaternion of order 8. If the first occurs, A must be a group of order 8 and 
exponent at most 4 and hence one of (i)-(iv) occurs. Since C< Z(A), if 
A/C is cyclic, then A is abelian with exp(A/C) < exp(A) < 8. Thus, if A/C 
is cyclic of order 8 we must have (v). Finally, suppose A/C N Qe. Then 
IAl = 16. Also, the nilpotency class of A, cl(A), is either 2 or 3 and 
[A: A’] =4 or 8. If either cl(A)= 3 or [A: A’] =4, then [13, 5.4.51 A is 
quaternion, dihedral, or semidihedral with C = Z(A). But then A/C 2~ Ds, 
not Q,. Thus, cl(A) = 2 and [A: A’] = 8. Hence A’ 4 A of order 2 and so 
A’ < Z(A). Therefore Z(A) = A’ 0 C and A/Z(A) is a Klein-4 group and so 
exp( A) = 4. Choose x, y E A such that A/C = (XC, yC) and write C = (c ). 
Now x2C = y2C = (xy)* C and so (~y)~ = x2 or x2c and also y2 = x2 or x’c. 
Then at least two of x2, y2, and (xy)” are equal. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume (xv)‘= y2. If (~y)~ =x2 = y2, then xy= (x2y2)xY = 
x(xY)~=x-’ and (x, y) = Q8. We conclude that A 1: Q,@ C. Finally, 
suppose (~y)~ = y2 = x*c. Then x’y’ = c and xY = y-‘(xy)’ y-lx-’ = x-l, 
giving (vii). 
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SECTION 4. EXCEPTIONAL GROUPS 
Suppose G = AR satisfies Hypothesis (2.2.2). The decomposition of the 
canonical G-character xn has been described in Section 2. The objective of 
the present section is to determine all configurations of the group G for 
which xn does not contain at least three A-regular characters. The result 
will form the support for our main theorem in the following section. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Assume G = AR satisfies Hypothesis (2.2.2). For I. # 1 a 
linear character of Z(R), let x1 be the G-character described in 
Theorem (2.2.1). Then x2 contains at least three copies of the A-regular 
character unless G is one of the groups listed in Table (4.3). 
(4.2) Remarks on Table (4.3) (See also Table (5.3)). Even though the 
list does not explicitly describe the possible structures of G, our hypotheses 
are sufficiently restrictive to largely determine these structures. In all cases 
A = PDQ = P x D x Q is uniquely determined by p”, v, and 1 DQl. (Since 
IQ\ < 2 in all cases, Q is always cyclic.) When r # 2, by [22, Corollary l] 
exp R = r and R is uniquely determined by P, while when r = 2 there are 
two possible structures for R (see 2.1). In order to completely know G, the 
action of A on R must be given, but we will not do so at this point. 
Proof. The proof is in one sense routine. One need merely analyze the 
decompositions of xllA given in Theorem (2.3.1) and determine when it is 
not true that x2 IA > 3p,. In all cases, xnlA = ulp, of p, where Y is a 
PQ-character and p is a linear character of the Sylow 2-subgroup. Further, 
the terms in Y are sums over disjoint sets of irreducible PQ-characters and 
each irreducible character occurs in one of the summands. The coefficient 
of each term is a quotient which when multiplied by the degree of an 
irreducible character in that term gives the multiplicity of that character. 
This product is then an integer. The number of copies of pA in x1 1 A is just 
the greatest integer less than or equal to the minimum of the coefficients 
(or possibly one more or less than this if the minimum coefficient is the one 
of the term containing p). The general idea is then to determine the mini- 
mum coefficient and the values of r, m, p, n, and e for which this is not at 
least 3. Although at times group theoretic arguments are needed to show 
that certain possibilities cannot in fact occur, the bulk of the proof is 
number theoretic. Carrying out the analysis is very cumbersome and 
unenlightening. We omit further details, which may be found in [20, 
Section 51 and are also available upon request from B. Hargraves. 
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TABLE (4.3) 
Exceptional Configurations 
P” ” PQI rm Ill.4 
Cl1 
c-21 
c31 
c41 
151 
II61 
c71 
PI 
c91 
Cl01 
IIll1 
Cl-21 
Cl31 
Cl41 
Cl51 
Cl61 
Cl71 
Cl81 
Cl91 
PO1 
1211 
WI 
~231 
1241 
1251 
PI 
c271 
C281 
c291 
3 - 1 23 
3 - 1 26 
3= - 1 29 
3 - 2 5’ 
2 -I 1 7 
2 -1 1 32 
2 -1 1 17 
2 -1 1 23 
2 -1 3 52 
2 -1 5 34 
2 -1 3 72 
2 -1 1 3 
2 -1 1 5 
2 -1 1 11 
2 -1 1 13 
2 -1 1 19 
2 1 1 32 
2 1 3 7= 
2 1 5 112 
22 -1 1 32 
22 -1 1 112 
2= -1 1 72 
2 1 3 52 
2 1 5 34 
2 1 7 132 
2 1 1 52 
22 -1 1 52 
22 kl 1 34 
23 -1 1 34 
SECTION 5. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we prove our main result, Theorem (5.2). Suppose 
G = APR is a group with normal subgroup R, A is nilpotent, and P and R 
are extraspecial, all with relatively prime orders. (The exact hypotheses are 
listed in (5.1).) Let xi be the G-character associated with some nontrivial 
linear Z(R)-character A. We wish to count the regular characters in x1 I A. 
If we put C= C,(P), (P x C)R satisfies- the properties of the groups dis- 
cussed in Sections 2 through 4. Using Proposition (3.6) we relate the count 
of regular characters in xllCP to the count of those in x1 IA. The proof of 
the main theorem essentially consists of the determination of this count for 
the exceptions of Theorem (4.1). 
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(5.1) HYPOTHESIS. Let G = APR be a finite group where 
(1) R 4 G is extraspecial of order r”“+‘, Z(R) < Z(G), and R is a 
faithful form quasiprimitive AP-module over the field GP’(r). 
(2) Pa AP is extraspecial of order p2”+‘, and P is a nontrivial 
A-module over GE(p); if p # 2, then P has exponent p. 
(3) A is nilpotent. 
(4) A, P, and R have relatively prime orders. 
Notation, As in (2.1), we write Q = Ml; to denote the fact that Q is 
isomorphic to an extraspecial q-group of order q2kC1 and exponent q. 
(5.2) THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis (5.1). Let x1 = x2(G) denote the 
canonical G-character described in Theorem (2.2.1) associated with the linear 
character ,I # 1 of Z(R). Put C = C,(P). Then x2 1 A contains at least three 
regular A-characters unless one of the following holds. 
(1) A/C has no regular orbits on P. 
(2) A-Z,, P=Q,,andR=M,,inwhichcase~,I.=2p,+l.. 
(3) A-Z3, P2:Qg, andREM,, in which caseXiIa=2pA-lA. 
(4) A = A, @ A, is elementary abelian of order 32, PE Q8, and 
REM:, in which case xJa=(2p,,- lA,)(2PA2- lA1). 
(5) A~Z,,PzD,Q,,andR~M:,inwhichcase~,I.=2p,-1,. 
Proof Suppose G is a group satisfying Hypothesis (5.1) but xi I A = 
xI(APR)I, fails to contain 3 copies of pa. Suppose further that A/C has s 
regular orbits on P and that xJCPR)I cp contains t copies of pc(pp- lp). 
Since XI.(APR)I cp = X>.(Cf’R)I,,, it follows from (3.6) that X~ I A > st . pa. If 
s = 0, then Conclusion (1) of the theorem holds. Otherwise, we must have 
t = 0, st = 1, or st = 2. Since t < 3, H= CPR (C= “DQ”) must satisfy one of 
the entries of Table (4.3). 
The remainder of the proof consists of determining which entries in 
Table (4.3) generate exceptions to the present theorem. Only Example [4] 
presents any particular difficulty. That case is considered last. 
Recall that AP can be viewed as a subgroup of the symplectic group 
Sp(R) of i? and, whenever A/C centralizes Z(P), A/C can be viewed as a 
subgroup of either Sp(P), p # 2, or the orthogonal group O,(P), p = 2. The 
orders of these groups are given in (3.1). Using this and the fact that the 
orders of A, P, and R are relatively prime enables us to determine IA/Cl. 
In all the entries of Table (4.3) except [4], A/C centralizes Z(P), since 
either p = 2 or both p = 3 and I Al is odd (r = 2). Therefore the analysis 
above applies. In [4] we can only say that A/C < GL(P). The existence of 
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fewer constraints on A in that example explains why its analysis is more 
difficult. 
In Table (5.3) we give the information we will need here for each of the 
entries of Table (4.3), namely P, I-“‘, r (the number of copies of pc(pP-- lP) 
in xnh ISp( or lQ,(P)I, IWL and ICI (=“lDQl”). The rest of the proof 
consists of analyzing the various examples. 
EXAMPLES [l], [2], [6], [lo], [12], [17]-[19], [23]-[26], AND 
[28b]. Since by assumption A/C# 1, these do not occur. 
EXAMPLES [S] AND [21]. In these cases t 3 3. Since by assumption 
s 3 1, then st > 3 and we get no exceptions here. 
TABLE 5.3 
Example P P I lo,(P)Ior ISP( IA/Cl ICI 
111 
121 
c31 
c41 
CSI 
C61 
c71 
CSI 
c91 
Cl01 
[ill 
Cl21 
Cl31 
Cl41 
Cl51 
Cl61 
Cl71 
1181 
Cl91 
PO1 
WI 
c221 
~231 
c241 
I?51 
WI 
~271 
Wal 
C28bl 
~291 
2’ 0 
;p” 
2 
2 
5’ 2 
7 1 
32 1 
17 2 
23 3 
5= 1 
34 2 
72 2 
3 0 
5 1 
11 1 
13 2 
19 2 
32 1 
72 2 
11* 3 
32 0 
112 3 
72 1 
5* 0 
34 1 
13* 2 
52 1 
52 0 
34 1 
34 1 
34 0 
2’3 
233 
27345 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2 
2 
? 
2G.5 
233 ‘5 
233 .5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
233 ‘5 
2’3 ‘5 
2332 
27345 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
5 
3, 5, 15 
3, 5, 15 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
5 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
5 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
3 
5 
1 
1 
1 
3 
5 
7 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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EXAMPLES [3] AND [28a]. In these cases A/C is cyclic of prime order 5 
and so is semiregular on P\C,-(A). Now 5 [ ) Sp(2, 3)1 = 24 and 
5[10-,(2,2))=6 and so when we write P=C,(A)@[p,A], in these 
cases dim [P, A] > 4. Then s > (p” - 1 )/I Al 2 3. Since t 2 1 in these cases, 
st B 3 and no exceptions arise. 
EXAMPLES [S], [7], [13]-[16], AND [20]. In [20] IAl = 5 does not 
divide jSp(2(m- l), r)j = ISp(2, 3)) =24 and so Rla is irreducible. In the 
other examples IRJ = r3 and so 81 A is irreducible. Then by (3.7) there is a 
sign E= +l such that P=smod IAl and xlla= [(rm--~)/IA1]pA+.clA. 
Examples [S], [13], and [20] give rise to exceptions (2) (3), and (5) 
respectively. In the other examples x1 I A > 3p,. 
EXAMPLES [9] AND [ 111. Here C is cyclic of order 3 and so I Al = 9. 
Also, C 4 AP and hence RI c is a sum of faithful C-modules (since E is 
quasiprimitive). If A were cyclic it would follow that 11, is a sum of faith- 
ful modules and hence by (3.7) that r”’ = +l mod 9. This does not occur 
for rm equal to either 52 or 72. Then A is elementary abelian. Consequently, 
RlA=R1@R2, where R, and R2 are extraspecial with R the central 
product, R, Y R,. Set A i = C,(R,), a cyclic group of order 3. Then 
A = A, @ A,. By [3,2.6] 
and by (3.7) 
xi. I A = XAWIIA 1) XI(AR,IA,) 
XA(ARiIAi) = [(rm-E)/31 PA/A, +&1./a,, 
where rm = E mod IA/Ail. In [IS], 5 = -1 mod 3 and so 
xi. I A = t2PA,A, - 1 A,A,)(2PA,A~ - 1 A,Azh 
giving exception (4). In [ 111, 7 = 1 mod 3 and so 
&,lA = t2PA,A, + lA,A,)t2pA,Az+ 1A,A,)a4PA. 
EXAMPLE [22]. Here A is cyclic of order 3, 5, or 15. We first suppose 
that 5 I JAI. Since 5 1 ISp(2(m - l), 7)1 = ISp(2, 7)l = 42, a[A must be 
irreducible. Then by (3.7) 72-~mod IAl, E= &l. This is not true for 
IAl = 15 and so we must have IAJ =5 (when 5 I IAl). Then 
Xi.lA’ [trm- E)/IAII~A+&~A=~O~A-~A. 
Thus, no exception arises when 5 ( 1 Al. We next suppose 1 A J = 3. Now A 
is semiregular on P\Cp(A ) which has order at least 16 - 4 = 12. Then 
s > 1213 = 4 and st 3 4 since t > 1. Thus, no exception arises here. 
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EXAMPLE [27]. If RI, is a sum of faithful A-modules, then 
1(~IA=E~~m-~~II~11P~+~~A=C~~5-~~/31~~+~.B3~,. 
Otherwise, RIA = C,-(A)@ [R, A], where dim C,(A) = dim[R, A] = 2. In 
this case, 5 E -1 mod 3 and again by (3.7) 
Thus, no exceptions arise. 
EXAMPLE [29]. Write i?= CR(A)@ [R, A]. Since 5 = IA/Cl does .not 
divide ISp(2, 3)j = 72, dim[R, A] ~2. Also, since 33 $ &l mod 5, by (3.7) 
dim[R, A] # 2.3 = 6. Then either dim[R, A] = dim C,(A) = 4 or 
dim[R, A] = 8. Again by (3.7) in the first case 
and in the second 
Thus, no exceptions arise. 
EXAMPLE [4]. This example is more complicated than the others since 
there are several possible structures for A, each of which must be con- 
sidered. We will show that in each case xA- )A z 3p,. 
Now IP( = 33, ICI = 2, and A/Cd Aut P. Also, t = 2 and so s must 
equal 1. Further, A centralizes Z(R) and is faithful on i? and so can be 
embedded in a Sylow 2-subgroup of Sp(R) = Sp(6,5) which has exponent 8 
[ 111. Hence, exp A < 8. Then by (3.9) and (3.10) we have one of 
(i) A ‘v Q,, C=Z(A) 
(ii) A ND,, C= Z(A) 
(iii) A N C@Z,@Z, 
(iv) A-Z,@Z,, C=A* 
(v) AeC@Z, 
(vi) A N CO $9, 
(vii) A-(x,y:x4=y4=1,xy=x-I), C=(x2y2). 
Also, A/C embeds into a Sylow 2-subgroup GL(P) = GL(2, 3), which is 
isomorphic to Sd ,6, while C, (Z( P))/C embeds into a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
Sp(P) N Sp(2, 3), which is isomorphic to Q8 [ 111. It follows in particular 
that every element of A/C of order 4 is in Sp(P) and hence that if x E A 
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with 1x1 = 4 and x2 #c, where (c) = C, then XE C,(Z(P)). Also, in all 
cases, C < Z(M) and so RI c is homogenous and c acts like multiplication 
by - 1 on 8. 
Suppose first that A 2: Qs or D, with Z(A) = C. Then RIA is a sum of 
faithful irreducible modules. Then A ( =“P”) and R satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem (4.1). Since neither Q8 nor D, with r”’ = 53 is one of the excep- 
tional cases listed in Table (4.3), we must have xi 1 A > 3p,. 
We next suppose A is abelian. Using elementary properties of symplectic 
spaces one can show that RI A =x R,, where the i& are mutually 
orthogonal nonsingular spaces such that C,(Ri) # C,(Rj), i # j, and for 
T# (0) an A-submodule of Ri, C,(T) = C,(cj). Set ai= A/C,(R,). Now 
[3, 2.6]JA embeds into the direct product, n Ai, of the ai and xI(AR)I, = 
(,n X,(A,R;))I,. Set 2m,= dim R, NOW Ri is a sum of faithful irreducible 
A,-modules. Since A is abelian, Ai is cyclic and by (3.7) Pi= sirnod IAil, 
a,= kl, and 
X>.(~iRz)I~, = C(rmc -&;)/lAil 1 PA, +&iP!, 
where pi is a linear a,-character. Set aj= (?I-- .si)/lail. In each case we will 
have .si = 1, all i, and hence 
Suppose A N C@Z,OZ,. Then IAil =2. Since IAl =8 we must have 
RIA=R,OR2OR,,withdimBj=2.Now5’E1mod2andsoxi.(aiRi)lA, 
= 2~2, +pi. Then xA(AR)IA 3 C(23)(23)/81 pA 2 3pA. 
Suppose A 2: Z, 0 Z, with C = A2. Now C,(&) must be a subgroup of 
A such that C 4 CA(R,) and Ai= A/C,(R,) is cyclic. There are only two 
such subgroups, both of order 2. Then we may write RI A = R, @ R,, where 
dimR,=4, dimR,=2, and al-A22Z4. Then x~,(AI,R,)I~,=~P~,+~‘, 
x~(~~R~)IA~ = a, + ~2, and XI(AR)IA 2 C(4.4)(6.1 Ml pA 2 3p,. 
Suppose A N C@ Z,. Since A embeds into n Ai, one of the Ai must be 
isomorphic to Z,. Since 5 + + 1 mod 8 we may write RI A = R, 0 R2, 
where dim R, =4, A^, = Z,, dimR,=2, and a,-Z, or Z,. Then 
x,JA,R,)IA,=~PA, +pl and xAA~R~)IA~=~PA~+PL~ or PA~+P~. In either 
case, xAAR)I, 3 6~~. 
We next suppose A N CO Q8. Recall that A/C N Qs < Sp(2,3) d 
GL(2,3). Then A centralizes Z(P). Let x E A have order 4 and z E Z(P) 
have order 3. Then (x, z ) = (xz ) is cyclic of order 12. Since R is form 
quasiprimitive, 81 z,Pj is a sum of faithful modules. Then when we write - 
RI <X;> =C Ri as above, one of the Ri, say 8,) is a sum of faithful modules. 
Since 5f +lmodl2 and 125+ flmod12, we must have dimR,=4 
and so dim R, = 2 (and (x) is not faithful on R,). Now x2 acts like multi- 
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plication by - 1 on i?, and by 1 on R,, while c acts like multiplication by 
- 1 on all 1, where (c) = C. Then cx* acts like 1 on i?, and like - 1 on 
R,. Then R, = CR(cx’) and R, = [R, cx*] are the homogeneous com- 
ponents of RI <cX2>. Further, since (cx2) 6 Z(A) = (c, x2), these are A 
spaces. Now every subgroup of A which properly contains cx* also 
contains c and so i?, is a sum of faithful A^, = A/( cx’) N &-modules. 
Also, A/(x2) is elementary abelian and hence A2 = A/CA(R2) N Z,. Now 
R, and A, (=“P) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem (4.1). They do not 
give one of the exceptional configurations and so ,,(a, R,) > 3~2,. Also, 
x~.(~~&)=~PA,+P~. Then xAAR)I, 26~~. 
Finally, suppose A=(x,y:x4=y4=1,x.“=x-‘) with C=(c)= 
(x’y’). Again, A/C N Qs and A centralizes Z(P). Let a E A have order 4. 
Since the character of (a) on R is 2(p,,, - 1 <aj) and since c is - 1 on R, 
then R = CR(a2c) @ [R, a2c], where dim CR(a*~) = 4, dim[R, a’c] = 2, and 
these are A spaces. In particular, this is true for a = x and a= y. Then 
CR(x2y2) > CR(x*c) A CR(y*c) has dimension at least 2, contradicting the 
fact that c = x’y’ acts like - 1 on R. Thus, there is no action of A = (x, y) 
on R that is compatible with the hypotheses and so this group does not in 
fact occur. This concludes Example [4] and the proof of the theorem. 
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